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Planet  platypus
Mackay’s hinterland rainforest is not merely the best place in 
the world for spotting platypuses – it’s also the only place you 
can actually meet them underwater. David Levell investigates 

Queensland’s latest ecotourism initiative: rainforest diving.
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people’s Queensland ecotourism radar. Really it shouldn’t. 
Ringed by lush national parks – Australia’s largest continuous 
stretch of subtropical rainforest – the small coastal city, best-
known for its sugar and coal industries, is a handy hub for a 
hinterland approaching Garden of Eden, Australian-style.

The unique selling point: platypus. There’s nowhere better 
to see this remarkable native Australian species in the wild, 
and nowhere else at all to join them underwater. “They’re 
everywhere here, even in the botanical gardens in town,” says 

Luana Royle, whose Rainforest Scuba, improbably for a dive 
shop, is 60km west of Mackay in Finch Hatton village. 

A veteran diving instructor, Royle made an astonishing 
discovery in 2011: a local platypus habitat with water clear 
enough for underwater observation. They usually prefer very 
turbid waters, but Oliver’s Pool has up to 3m visibility. And 
so a unique ecotourism venture was born – full immersion 
in the microcosm of a Queensland rainforest creek.

Oliver’s Pool is a quiet section of Finch Hatton Creek, 
draped by large trees and bordered by a lonely dirt-road � 

Platypus (Ornithorhynchus anatinus): 
It’s a duck, Bill, but not as we know it
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HINTERLAND HITS

Eungella National Park
Directly west of Mackay, Eungella (Land of the 
Clouds) National Park is the region’s largest 
eco-attraction, 52,000ha with rainforest walks, 
waterfalls, Pioneer Valley views and swimming 
holes at Finch Hatton Gorge. mackayregion.com 

Forest Flying 
Starring both kinds of fl ying fox – ride on one 
(zipline cable) for a good look at the other 
(fruit bat), 25m above ground in thick rainforest 
canopy. Two cables (230m/110m) and two bat 
species (circa 10,000 black and grey-head fl ying 
foxes) hang out at Forest Flying’s 30ha private 
rainforest, an hour’s drive west of Mackay near 
Finch Hatton Gorge. forestfl ying.com

 B For airfares and holiday packages to Queensland call Qantas 
Holidays on 1300 339 543 or visit qantas.com/holidaysaustralianway

Dipping beneath the overhanging bank brings you face-to-face-
mask with river fi sh lurking in their tangled tree-root caves. One sooty 
grunter (black bream) takes alarm and shoots off  in a sudden burst; 
others stand fi rm. More phlegmatic still are the eel-tailed catfi sh, with 
their wide spotted tails and broad, baleful heads.

It’s all quite magical, even sans platypus. Which is just as well, 
given the chances of meeting one underwater is estimated at one in 
20 dives. Seeing them above the surface is rather more certain. Oliver’s 
Pool has two resident females (Penelope and Leticia) and any number 
of cruising males in breeding season (July-August). Royle’s tip is to 
watch the birds. Perched on an over-water branch, a cormorant’s gaze 
is fi xed on a particular part of the water surface. With infi nite patience, 
it’s waiting for a submerged platypus to stir up some tasty morsels 
while grubbing along the bottom. Sure enough, a dark furry lump 
surfaces in a gentle flurry to steam towards the bank. Letitia or C
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Platypus in Eungella 
National Park (above); 
Oliver’s Pool platypus 
habitat (right); Cape 
Hillsborough 
(far right)

Penelope? Either way, she’s too far off  to be glimpsed underwater, with 
visibility dissolving into the twilight. But the thrill of sharing in-depth 
river time with such fascinating creatures remains.

For quality bankside platypus spotting, head for the hills. Gracing 
the cool, rainforested heights of Eungella National Park (80km west 
of Mackay), Broken River Mountain Resort (brokenrivermr.com.au) 
calls itself the “platypus capital of the world”. It off ers rainforest walks, 
4WD tours and fi ne dining, but go to the riverside viewing platform 
or road bridge at dawn or dusk for its one true point of diff erence from 
other eco-retreats – platypus aplenty. Broken River’s dark tannin waters 
are too murky for diving, but the dry-land observation is peerless.

Just as platypus scuba relies on the species’ lack of fear, the key here 
is its habit of eating on the surface straight after a dive. Scouring the 
still waters produces a meditative calm, even a sense of bonding with 
the azure kingfi shers who also keep vigil, although for the more vital 

causeway. Donning scuba here turns you into a character from The 
Wind In The Willows, ready to muck in with the other river creatures 
and share their late-afternoon rituals. It’s about time for the Oliver’s 
Pool platypuses to leave their bank burrows and feed, a daily regime 
which may be the longest-established of any Australian mammal. 

THE FAMOUSLY hybrid platypus look is perhaps Australia’s 
most ancient mammalian form. Ancestral platypuses are our earliest 
known mammal fossils, 120 million years old and contemporary with 
dinosaurs. For sheer strangeness, the species has never been outdone. 
Aboriginal creation stories say the fi rst platypus was the Dreamtime 
off spring of a water rat and a duck. The fi rst English naturalist to 
examine one (1799) initially suspected a colonial hoax. The weirdness 
was only compounded when, decades later, science confi rmed the 
platypus as the world’s only egg-laying, venomous mammal (the males’ 
hind-spur wields a toxin excruciatingly painful to humans). 

Atop their food chain with no natural predators, platypuses are 
undaunted by divers. They won’t see you underwater, anyway. Eyes 
and ears closed, they dive blind, briefl y descending no more than 5m 
while stuffi  ng their cheeks with tiny bottom-dwelling insects, molluscs, 
worms and crustaceans, using electro-receptors in their bills. Up for 
air, they munch their takings while resting on the surface, then go 
down again. And again. Between dusk and dawn, feeding platypuses 
average 75 dives an hour. As Royle says, “They’re on a mission.” 

Oliver’s Pool is very shallow-water diving – mostly waist-deep, 
reaching a maximum depth of just 3.6m – and prior scuba certifi cation 
is unnecessary with Royle as guide and instructor. Beneath the surface, 
the riverbed is revealed as a carpet of drowned leaves, even midstream. 
Tree shadows paint the water surface above. Sunken logs, dark and 
twisted, loom through misty green curtains of algae. A dusky-shelled 
turtle rests on the bottom – and there goes a baby one, flapping 
upwards through the water, somewhat like a pebble with wings.

purpose of feasting on platypus bycatch. Eyes gradually accustom to 
recognising platypus-denoting rings on the surface, and patience is 
well rewarded. A typical sight, repeated many times over an hour’s 
watch, involves a dark-brown platypus in clear view, webbed feet 
splayed as it fl oats, then a burst of action with a sudden plunge into 
the depths, and then its welcome reappearance a minute or two later. 

Witnessing these odd little creatures perform their daily appearing 
and disappearing act is thoroughly charming, and undeniably 
enhanced by a dive in Oliver’s Pool – even without sighting one under 
the surface. Experiencing fi rst-hand their hidden world of turtles and 
catfi sh adds a layer of enchantment that those content to watch from 
the banks can never fully know. A

QUEENSLAND ECOTOURISM

Cape Hillsborough 
Less than an hour’s drive north of Mackay, this 
peninsular national park joins rainforest and sea. 
Every dawn, a mob of agile wallabies and/or 
eastern grey kangaroos gathers on the shore 
to provide a striking convergence of iconic 
Australian images – macropod and unspoilt 
beach. Coastal bushwalks involve caves, 
mangroves, towering pines and palms – and glens 
bursting with colourful butterfl ies. There’s reef 
snorkelling, and Wedge Island is accessible at low 
tide. Cape Hillsborough Nature Resort & Tourist 
Park is both perfectly positioned – on the 
beachfront and between several spectacular 
coastal rainforest walks – and the only available 
accommodation. capehillsboroughresort.com.au 

 ✚ Qantas is proud to promote and support Australia’s best sustainable-tourism operators. To fi nd out more visit qantas.com/sustainabletourism 


